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Band structure of superlaUice with graded interfaces 
H. X. Jianga) and J. Y. Un 
Department of Physics, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York J 3244-1130 

(Received 25 July 1986; accepted for publication 6 October 1986) 

The electron-energy levels in the GaAS-G3 1 _" AI" As supedattice with finite thicknesses of 
interfaces between the layers, instead of sharp discontinuities across the interfaces, have been 
investigated. This model is more realistic for superlattices. A linearly increased (decreased) 
potential across the interfaces was assumed and a dispersion relation was derived to the second 
order of the thickness of the interface. The miniband structure, the shifting of the ground-state 
energy of the electron, and the effective-energy gap as functions of this thickness are presented. 

f. INTRODUCTION 

With recent advances in epitaxial-crystal-growth tech
niques, it has become possible to grow the semiconductor 
superlattice system composed of alternate layers of two dif
ferent materials with controlled thicknesses, many of which 
are currently under study due to their interesting properties, 
such as negative resistance. 1

,2 Another interesting property 
is the formation of the minibands. There are numerous pub
lished articles in this field. 3

-
9 The most extensively studied 

superlattice is the one consisting of alternate layers of GaAs 
and Ga1 _ x Alx As. The GaAs layers form quantum wens 
and the Gal __ x Alx As layers form potential barriers. For Al 
concentration less than about 40% (x < 0.4). Gal _ x AIx As 
has a direct band gap at the r point. 8 

In addition to the superlattices with the usual structure, 
the supedaUices with more complex structures such as poly
type (ABC) superlattices,1O sawtooth superlattices,II,12 ef
fective-mass superlattices,13 and binary superIattices con
sisting of multiple alternating layers per period l4 have been 
proposed. These complex structures provided additional de
grees of freedom, so that more parameters would be avail
able for obtaining the desired electronic and optical proper
ties. Most papers in this field assumed that the interfaces 
between the layers are sharply defined with zero thicknesses 
so as to be devoid of any interface effect; the superlattice 
potential distribution may be considered simply as a one
dimensional array of rectangular wells. Advanced experi
mental techniques such as chemica! vapor deposition, liq
uid-phase epitaxy, and molecular-beam epitaxy may 
produce superlattices with physical interfaces between two 
materials crystallographically abrupt, but the bonding envi
ronment of the atoms adjoining this interface will change on 
at least an atomic scale. As the potential form changes from a 
well (barrier) to a barner (well), an intermediate potential 
region exists for the electrons and the holes. Naturally, the 
question arises as to what is the miniband structure if we 
consider the existence of finite thicknesses of the interfaces 
so that potential forms for the electrons and holes are contin
uous. The heterojunction effect was modeled using a graded 
interface by Stern and Sarma. 15 They used an approximation 
treatment (tight binding) to calculate the electron-energy 
levels in GaAs-Ga I _ x AI" As heterojunctions. In this paper, 
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calculated results of electron-energy levels in the GaAs
Gal _ x Alx As superlattice are presented for graded inter
faces, which have not been previously treated. We obtained 
the dependencies of the miniband structure and the effective
energy gap of the superlattice on the thickness of the inter
face between the layers, and found that the corrections due 
to this interface are quite significant (several meV). The 
effect of the interface on the electron ground-state energy is 
also presented. For simplicity, we consider only the case of 
small Al concentration, so that the assumption of a single 
effective mass of the electron (hole) for the two materials is 
valid. 

II. CALCULATIONS 

Figure 1 is the band profile of the superlattice with grad
ed interfaces between the layers showing the periodic poten
tial arising from the band-gap difference between the well 
and barrier materials. We have a periodic potential with four 
different potential regions in each period, which can be writ
ten as 

{

P(X - nL), 

v- Vo• 
- p[a - (x - nL)] + Vc)1 

0, 

n = 0,1,2 ... , 

O<x - nL<tl, 
tl<x -nL<a, 
a<x- nL<a + A, 
a + A<x -nL<L, 

0) 
where a and b are, respectively, the widths of the barrier and 
well, L ( = a + b) is the period length, f:. is the thickness of 
the interface, which depends on the materials and the condi-

V(K) 

- x 

FIG. 1. Band profile cfthe superlattice with finite widths ofthe interfaces 
between the layers showing the periodic potential arising from the band-gap 
difference between the well and barrier materials. 
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tion of the interfaces, andp is the slope of the linear potential 
withpb. = Vo. 

From the Schrodinger equation 

( _ fN2m) d 2~ + Vl/J = Et/J , (2) 
dx~ 

we can immediately get the wave function in the constant
potential regions of the nth period. 

l/J2(X) = e" exp[k(x - nL)] 

+ Dn exp[ - k(x - nL)], (!l.<.x - i'lL <a), 
(3a) 

f/J4(X) = 0" exp[ik '(x - nL)] 

+H" exp[ -ik'(x-nL)] , 

(a + A<.x - nL <L). 

In the interface regions of the nth period, with a proper 
coordinate transformation,'6 we get as solutions the Airy 
functions Ai(x) and Bi(x), 17 

tPl(X) =A" Ai[Z(x-nL)] +Bn Bi[Z(x-nL)J, 

(O<.x - nL < A) , (3b) 

f/J3(X) = En Ai[Z'(x - nL)] + Fn Bi[Z'(x - nL») , 

(a<.x - nL <0 + A) . 
In Eq. (3), An. En, '00, H". It = 0,1,2, ... , are the constant 
coefficients of the wave function in the nth period, and 

Z(x) = aV3x - Ea 1- 2/3, 

Z'{x) = aY3x -l'az-
2I3 

= - Z(x) - (2m/If) (Vo + pal , 

al = 2mp/f:2 , 

a2 = -a1, 

€ = k 12 = 2mE /f?- , 
€' = € - (2m/If) (Va + pa) = (2m/fil) (E - Vo - pa) , 

k= [2m(Vo -E)p/2/f:, (4) 

Here, we assume that the effective mass of the electron m is 
the same for the two materials. Using the matrix method18 

and the continuity conditions of the wave function and its 
derivative across the interfaces, we get the following expres-
sion: 

(5) 

(6) 
I 

(j = 1,2,3,4) , (7a) 

Ph) 

whereRj =Zj =Z(xj)forj= 1,and2;Rj =Z; =Z'(xj ) 

for j = 3, and 4; Kj = k for j = 2, and 3, and Kj = ik I for 
j = 4. In Eqs. (7a) and (7b), Xl = 0, X 2 = tl" X3 = a, 
x 4 = a + A, and Ai' (R) [Bi' (R) J is the derivative of 
Ai(Rj ) [Bi(Rj )] with respect to X at x = xj' For Qj we 
have, 

I exp(ik'L) exp( - ik 'L)) 
Q -I (7c) 

1 - \ik' exp(ik 'L) - ik' exp( - ik'L) . 

Also, from the properties of Airy functions, we have the 
condition 19 

Ai(x)Bi'(x) - Ai'(x)Bi(x) = 17"-1. (8) 

From Eqs. (6) and (7), where we find that the determinant 
of matrix M is unity 1M: = 1 and from that requirement, the 
wave function of the electron (hole) must be finite, we can 
define a real parameter q, which is related to the energy by 
the equation 

cos(qL) = Tr M 12. (9) 

We can get an exact dispersion equation from Eqs. (6)
(9). However, the expression is very complicated and the 
physical meaning is not very clear. In the following calculao 

dons, we note that the interface thickness /). is very small, so 
that ka and k I b. are much less than L We will derive a dis
persion relation to the second order of a, 

From Eqs. (6) -( 8), for small tl" assuming kA -< 1 and 
k 'a -< I, we have, with the relation Z 4 = Z 3 + aY3 a and 
the utilization of the Taylor expansion up to the second oro 
der of kA and k 'b.. 

Qi(Z,t) = Qi.(Zi) +a~/3tl,Qi*(Z3) + (1/2}a~/3.(.\2Z3 
X QHZ j) + (1/3 )aA3 QHZ i) , (10) 

Qi'(Z4) =aY3{Qi*(Zj) +aY3AZj Qi(Zi) 

+ (1/2)a~/3b.2[Qi(Z3) +z; Qi*(Zi)] 

+ (213)a2.6.3 Qi*(Z;)} , 

where Qi = Ai and Bi, and Qi* is the derivative of Qi with 
respect to Z' at Z I = Z; (i = 3,4). In obtaining Eq. (10), 
the relation!7 Qi~ (x) = x Qi(x) was used. From Eqs. (7a), 
(8), and (10), we have 

(11a) 

By using the same method of calculation for matrices Pz and P i-I and expanding Ai(Zz), Bi(Zz), Ai'(Zz), and Bi'(Zz) at 
Z = Zl' keeping the terms up to the second order of kA and k' b., we obtain 

(
1 + (2k 2 _k,2)A2/6 A ) pp-I-

2 ! - (k 2 -k'2)b./2 1 + (4k 2 +k'2).6.2/6,· 
(llb) 

In obtaining Eq. (11), we notice that a~/3 Z i = k 2, - a 2b. = a 1 A = (k 2 + k '2), and aT/3 Z I = - k '2. From Eqs. (6), (7), 

and (1 I ), we get the trace of M: 

Tr M = 2 cosh,8 cos r + € sinh.B sin r + tl, [(k 2k ,-1 - 3k ')cosh/3 sin r + (3k 2 - k '2k -1)sinh/3 cos r) 
+ tl,2[2(k 2 _ k ,2)cosh/3 cos r + (1112)(5k 3k I-I + 5k 13k -1 - 34kk ')sinh.8 sin r] , (12) 
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FIG. 2. Miniband structure of the GaAs-Gal _ x Alx As superlattice show
ing the first two allowed conduction minibands for three different values of 
the interface thicknesses with L = 120 A, II = b = L /2, and x = 0.3. 

where €=kk,-I_k'k- 1, f3=k(a-a), and 
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cos(qL) = [1 + (k'2_k 2 )A,2 ]cosh(ka)cos(k'b) + (€/2) 

X [1 + (k ,2 - k 2 )A2/12]sinh(ka)sin(k 'b) . 

(13) 

Equation (13) is the dispersion relation of the electron 
(hole) obtained with the consideration of graded interfaces 
and is valid only for small Il,. We can see that the correction 
to the energy levels due to the first order of A is zero. From 
symmetry, the corrections due to the higher odd orders are 
also zero. By using the same techniques as were used in ob
taining Eq. (13), the dispersion relation for higher orders of 
kll. and k 'tJ. can easily be obtained. It is obvious that, when A 
goes to zero, Eq. (13) will reduce to the dispersion relation 
for the Kronig-Penney model. 16 We will use Eq, (13) to 
calculate the miniband structure of the GaAs-Gal __ x AI" As 
superlattice. 

m. DISCUSSION 

In our calculation, for a GaAs-Ga\ _ x Alx As superlat
tice, the empirical expression, Eg = 1.155x + O.37x2 eV, 
for the direct band-gap difference between GaAs and 
Gal __ x AI" As 7-9 was used. The conduction and the valance
band discontinuities at the interface have been suggested to 
be about 85% and 15%, respectively, of the direct band-gap 
difference between the two semiconductor materials.4

,5,7.9 

Using the Al concentration, x = 0.3, we geeO
-

23 

Ve = 0.3228 eV and Viz = 0.057 eV. As an approximation, 
we have used me = O.08mo for the average value of the elec
tron effective mass, mhh = O.48mo for the heavy holes, and 
milt = O.09mo for the light holes, where mo is the electron 
mass in free space. The next higher neglected order in Eq. 
(13) is (ka )4. Therefore, for A<5 A, Eq. (13) is a very good 
approximation. 

Figure 2 is the miniband structure of the GaAs
Gal _ x Alx As supedattice (L = 120 A, a = b = L /2, and 
x = 0,3) showing the first two allowed conduction mini
bands for three different values of the interface thickness. 

100 110 

FIG. 3. Shift in the ground-state ener
gy (n = 1, q=O) between A =4 A 
and A = 0 as Ii function of the period 
length L with a = b = L /2 and 
x =0.3. 
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From Fig. 2, we see that the energy of the electron, for a fixed 
value of q, increases as fl increases. For each value of q with
in a miniband, the energy increase due to the increase of the 
interface thickness fl, is almost constant. In addition, the 
energy increase is larger in the second miniband than in the 
first miniband. 

In Fig. 2, we plotted only the miniband structure for 
L = 120 A.. For more general cases, we can express the ener
gy of an electron with wave number q in the nth miniband 
under the effect of the interfaces of thickness A as, 

En (q,fl) = En (q,fl = 0) + F(n,q,A,L) , (14) 

where E" (q,A = 0) is the electron energy with zero inter
face thickness, and F{n,q,fl,L) is the shift of the electron 
energy due to the effect of the interface, which depends on n, 
the interface thickness A, and the period L, and only slightly 
on q. For L = 120 A., F is positive. It is interesting to note 
that for sma11L (L < 60 A.), Fisnegative. Hcan be seen that 
the correction in the energy of the electron due to the inter
face strongly depends on the superlattice period L. 

Figure 3 is a plot of the shift of the ground-state energy 
(n = 1, q = 0) between A = 4 A and ll. = 0 as a function of 
the period length L (for a = b = L /2 and x = 0.3). In fact, 
this is also a plot of the function F vs L, with n = 1, q = 0, 
and!l = 4 A. From Fig. 3, we can see that if period L varies 
from 40 to 65 A, the ground-state energy of the electron win 
decrease due to the interface effect. IfperiodL varies from 65 
to 120 A, the ground-state energy of the electron will in
crease. The maximum shift between A = 4 A and !1 = 0, is 
about L 1 meV at L = 120 A, The shift increases almost lin
early in the region of L = 60 to L = 90 A. 

The results in Fig. 3 can be understood if we note that 
the ground-state energy of the electron with a zero interface 
thickness depends on the period length L. For small L, the 
ground state lies close to the top of the potential well. Be
cause of the interface effect, the effective-potential well for 

627 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 61. No.2, 15 January 1987 

FIG. 4. Effective-energy gap vs A 
for both heavy (Egh ) and light 
(EgI ) hole~ with a = b = L /2 and 
(a) L=40A. (b) L = 120ft... 

the electron, as shown in Fig. 1, becomes larger. This will 
cause the ground-state energy to decrease. For the same rea
son, the ground state of the electron lies close to the bottom 
of the well for larger L, and the effective-potential wen be
comes narrower due to the interface effect. This will cause 
the ground-state energy of the electron to increase, For su
perlattices with either small or large L, the interfaces cause 
significant changes in energy. 

Figure 4 shows the plots of the effective-energy gaps as 
functions of fl for both heavy (Egh ) and light (Eg1 ) holes for 

(a) a = b =L /2 withL = 40A and (b) L = 120 A. Here, 
the effective-energy gap has been defined as the energy dif
ference between the lowest conduction miniband and the 
uppermost valence miniband, As we have mentioned before, 
for x = 0.3, GaAs-Gaj ~ x Alx As supedattices have a direct 
band gap at the r point. If the Coulomb and phonon interac
tions are neglected, the effective-energy gap represents the 
minimum energy required for producing exciton!!. 

From Fig. 4, we see that, for L = 40 A., the effective
energy gap for both heavy (Egh ) and light holes (Eg]) will 
decrease if fl increases. This is because the ground-state en
ergy of the electron will decrease if A increases for L = 40 A. 
For A = 0 to 2 A, the change of the effective-energy gap is 
small and for A = 3 to 5 A, it decreases more quickly. The 
plot of Egh and Eg/ are parallel to one another; this is because 
of the very small difference in the shift of the ground-state 
energies between the heavy and light holes. The energy gap 
between the heavy and light holes for the first valence mini
band is about 2.6 meV forA = o and 2.7 meV forA = sA. In 
contrast to Fig. 4(a), for L = 120 A, the effective-energy 
gap for both the heavy and light holes will increase if 6. in
creases. It increases about 2.0 meV for Egh and 1.2 meV for 
EgJ when A changes from 0 to 5 A. The energy gap between 
the heavy and light holes for the first valence miniband is 
about 12.0 meV for A = 0 and 11.6 meV for fl = 5 A. 

In conclusion, with the assumption of linear potentials 
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across the interfaces, we have investigated the interface ef
fect on the miniband structure of the superlattice, and a sim
ple dispersion relation to the second order of the interface 
thickness between the layers has been derived. The interest
ing result is that the effective-energy gap will either increase 
or decrease depending on the period length L of the superlat
tice. As indicated from the above calculations and discus
sions, we see that the interface effect on the mini band struc
ture of the superlattice is important and cannot be neglected 
in many cases. The linear-potential form for the electron and 
hole across the interfaces is a good approximation. It also 
allows us to derive the dispersion relation from first princi
ples. At this stage, the exact potential form for the electron 
and hole in the interface is unknown. More information from 
experiments is needed to determine the real potential form 
across the interfaces. The results obtained in this paper will 
be useful in technological applications and in basic research. 
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